Abstract. We prove q-analogues of two Ramanujan-type series for 1/π from q-analogues of ordinary WZ pairs.
WZ-pairs
A WZ pair (W=Wilf and Z=Zeilberger) is a pair formed by two hypergeometric (in their two variables) functions F (n, k) and G(n, k) such that F (n + 1, k) − F (n, k) = G(n, k + 1) − G(n, k).
WZ pairs are gems because of their interesting properties and multiple applications. The property that we will use here is the following one: If (F, G) is a WZ-pair and F (0, k) = 0 and F (∞, k) = 0, for k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , then where C is a constant. Wilf and Zeilberger show that it was an immediate consequence of the definition if we sum for n ≥ 0. From a WZ-pair (F 1 , G 1 ) we can construct other (F 2 , G 2 ) pairs. We will use the following transformations:
F 2 (n, k) = F 1 (n, k + n), G 2 (n, k) = F 1 (n + 1, k + n) + G 1 (n, k + n),
defined first in [2] ,
which is a backward version of (1), and
due to T. Amdeherhan and D. Zeilberger, which is the particular case s = 2, t = 1 of [1, Formula 3] . Our strategy will consist in using the following result
which holds when F 1 (0, k) = 0 if we assume the vanishing conditions at infinity (observe that then F 2 (0, k) = F 1 (0, k) = 0 as well, and that in view of [7, Theorem 7] the equality of the two constants arises). This strategy was first used in [2] with ordinary WZ-pairs, and recently by Guo and Zudilin in [5] with q-WZ pairs using the iteration defined by (1) . Of course we can combine two transformations and also iterate the process to get chains of WZ-pairs: ( 
Zudilin observed in [8] that for proving supercongruences it is better to write it in the form
and Guo and Liu proved in [4] that
is a q-analogue of it. Replacing q with q −1 they wrote it in the more suitable form
from which they derived the q-identity:
Writing it in the following way:
and using the property
one can easily check that (7) is a q-analogue of the Ramanujan-type series of level 4:
We have used standard notation [5, Introduction] . Guo and Zudilin [5] used the iteration pattern (1) to derive q-analogues of some other Ramanujan and Ramanujan-type series.
2.2.
A q-analogue of a Ramanujan series of level 1. We add a new q-identity to the list:
which is a q-analogue of the Ramanujan-type series for 1/π of level one:
Proof. Combining the transformations (2) and (3), we get the following WZ pair:
If (F 1 , G 1 ) is the WZ pair in (5, 6), we get
From (13) and
we obtain (9). Finally, taking the limit as q → 1 − we see that (9) is a q-analogue of the identity (10).
2.3.
Generalization with an extra parameter a. We can generalize Guo's q-WZ-pair (5, 6) , with an extra parameter a, in the following way:
Then, from the last formula of the proof of [6, Theorem 4.4]:
and using the WZ-pair in (11, 12), we obtain the following generalization of (9):
which has an extra parameter a as those used in [6] to prove supercongruences.
3. q-analogues of other Ramanujan series for 1/π
From a known q-analogue of a Ramanujan series for 1/π, we obtain a q-analogue of another one.
3.1.
A known q-analogue of a Ramanujan series. From a q-hypergeometric identity, Guo and Zudilin [5] found the following q-analogue
of the Ramanujan series of level 2:
3.2.
A q-analogue of another Ramanujan series. We can rewrite the WZ pair 7 of [3, p. 28] in the following way:
Inspired by (15), and after some trials for the exponent of q 2n 2 +? , we get the following q-analogue of the WZ-pair (16,17):
In addition, we see that
and it leads to
which is a q-analogue of the Ramanujan series of level 2:
.
3.3.
Generalization with an extra parameter a. We can generalize the WZ pair (18,19), in the following way
But Guo and Zudilin proved in [6] that
and we obtain
which has an extra parameter a as those used in [6] to prove supercongruences. 
Now, if we substitute a = q m or a = q −m in (14), then the hypergeometric sum terminates at n = (m − 1)/2 and we obtain the equalities
This evaluation means that . Finally, considering the limiting case as a → 1 and arguing as in [6] we arrive at the following result for the partial sums of 
In particular, as q → 1 − we obtain the Ramanujan-type supercongruences
valid for any prime p > 2.
In the last passage we have also used (−1)
for odd m.
A.2. Congruences from (23).
The situation for the identity (23) is somewhat different from the one considered above and in [6] . Let c q (a; n) be the term inside the summation. The presence of (q; q 2 ) n (q 3 ; q 6 ) n /(q 2 ; q 2 ) 4n makes the radial limits of individual terms c q (a; n) as q → ζ in the sum infinite, starting from a certain index, for any root of unity ζ. However, we still have terminating sums at a = q m and a = q −m for any m > 0 coprime with 6, and this allows us to conclude that 
modulo (a − q m )(1 − aq m ) for all such m (see [6, Lemma 3.1] for evaluation of the righthand sides). By performing the limit as a → 1 we therefore arrive at a weaker version of the expected congruences for the partial sums of c q (1; n) = (−1) n q 5n 2 (q; q 2 ) n (q 3 ; q 6 ) n (q; q 2 ) 
